
Asha Feedback and discussions relating to Sanju Kumar fellowship

Feb 1st

Hi,
We have decided to take up Sanju's application for fellowship. Sanju came to one of our 
meetings and we had a good discussion about his work. We still have to approve and 
make final decision (even though it is positive on Sanju's side). 
Sanju needs this fellowship for two years, till he gets his organization self sufficient. 
Here are the minutes of our discussion with Sanju
http://www.ashanet.org/hyderabad/index.php/MOM/15Dec07
We would also like to know the process involved including the payment to be made to 
Sanju (if approved for fellowship). If this is to be done through Asha Hyderabad and with 
FCRA money, we may have to discuss this further and see how we can do this. We 
have been having several issues with FCRA money and we are not able to handle it 
well.
Please have this processed soon and let us also know if there is something else that is 
to be done from our side. Thank you.

Regards,

Giri

Feb 1st

Hi Giri,

Thank you for the interesting proposal.

1) If it is available, can you share the breakup of how SAMRUDHI
received the initial investment of 7 lakhs. How much of it is a loan
and how much is a donation to the organization? For loans received by
SAMRUDHI, over what period of time do these need to be repayed?

2) Among the general loans taken by the community (Sanju works with)
what is the % loan (in amount and number) taken for consumption,
marriage, jewelry, etc? If this % is size-able say 50% of the amount,
then don't we miss addressing the very issue of unavailability of low
interest loans available to the poor, by not giving them the loans for
such purposes? The only reason for not giving a loan for their
requirements (perhaps social) is that it is not clear in our mind how
the loan will be repaid (investment not apparently leading to income
generation). However, if a person did take their loan (Rs.5000) for an
investment generating activity at say 3% mentioned above and another
loan (Rs.5000) for what they consider a needed activity at 300% and
let's say the income generation is not able to cover this interest and
over time they become bonded laborers then are we really making the
difference their lives?

3) a) What happens to defaulters?



 b) What if a person has a bad week (say a family member is sick)
do they need to pay double the next week?

 c) What happens if a goat bought with the micro-credit dies?

4)
> Samruddhi's understanding is that poverty is the root cause of several societal 
problems,
> rather than an effect.
Just a note. The above is debatable, social issues that can be
addressed by pumping in money can perhaps be addressed by addressing
poverty (viewing society as a purely economic entity). Majority of the
social issues do not fall under the category - dowry, rights over
natural resources, apathy with governance, pollution, global warming,
etc. If fact some of the social issues will invariably get worse as we
address only one aspect (economic) of a community....

Thanks.

luv,
Sanjeev

Asha Conference Call 16/17 March 08

Attendees: Sanjeev (Bangalore), Gaurav (Austin), Arvind (Austin), Savitha (Austin), 
Bharadwaj (Cleaveland), Anita (Bangalore), Vinod (Austin), Meenakshi (U.Florida), Mohit 
(Austin), Santhosh (Bangalore), Melli (Boston), Murali(Austin) and Siddamma (Chennai) 
in the later half of the call.

1) Sanju Kumar fellowship (Arvind)
Provide small loans to rural women to help with income generation schemes. This is 
being done through a newly created organization Samrudhi. In addition to acting as a 
bank, doorstep banking is provided which enables families to pay back small amounts 
weekly rather than larger amounts monthly/yearly when it becomes difficult for people to 
repay.
E.g. 15% loan would be returned as  Rs.20+Rs.3 on Rs.1000 per month.
They hope that over time Samrudhi can become self sufficient by handling the 
overheads through the loan itself.

Sanjeev pointed out that % as per Asha-Hyd minutes was 15%. Arvind, felt that the 15% 
interest rate if for Samrudhi itself who receiving the principle itself from another 
organization and the rate of interest needed to be closer to 25-26%. This rate of interest 
is still much lower than the local money lenders.
AI: Arvind to confirm the interest rate.

Presently they are working with 3 villages and some 285 families with 4 loan officers. 
These officers coordinate the loans/returns/requests. Given time Samurithi will account 
for all their incomes through interest itself. Giri – Asha-Hyd is writing software so they 
can track the transactions for everyone who has been leant money to.

From asha-hyd minutes there are 
4 loan officers = 3*Rs.2500+Rs.3000 (coordinator) =Rs.10,000/month



The total cost is quoted as Rs.20,000/month. 
Q: What is the remaining amount for? Who is the coordinator who receives Rs.3000?

Q: How are defaulters handled? 
A small default rate is accounted for in their model. But, the rate has been quite low.

Q: Who are these loan officers?
A: There is a huge chance for fraud with the loan officers (if they do not maintain 
accounts properly). They have a bond with a government employee that is known to 
them that if they do anything will be responsible for their actuins. These individuals are 
usually from the community so they undersand the requirements of the community well.

Q: How many people per loan officer? These are costs and these will also scale with the 
program.
A: There is no specific rate now.

Q: How are the loan officers selected? Do they undergo training? 
How they are selected is work in progress since they try to get people from the 
communities. They do undergo training.
AI: More details about selection and training.

Q: How is this form of credit different from bank loans?
A: Access to credit from banks require

1) Salaried job and credit from bank (2.5x yearly income)
2) Property that can act as collateral for loan

Rural poor do not have either of the above to be able to claim loan.

Sahukar loans the issue is interest rate which can easily be in the 100s%.

Additionally, the requirements are always lumpsome which does not suit a daily/weekly 
laborer lifestyle well.

Q: The concept of NGOs getting loans from banks or other orgs is different from how 
SHGs work in Timbaktu for example. There SHGs themselves act as a savings group 
and give out loans, so the money also comes from the community itself and the interest 
rate can be lower. Is this something they plan to look into? This is also easier to scale up 
e..g around Timbaktu over 9000 women are covered by this scheme.

Q: Have microfinance orgs worked on these initiatives in this location before?
A: It appears to be a new concept.

Q: A non-profit Keva.org links ideas to investors for small amounts. It also has no 
interest. Since these people are net savy can they link up the people with these 
investors?
(~35 minutes)

Anand 17 March 2008



Hi Sanjeev,

These are some of my thoughts regarding his fellowship.

Before, I talk about the fellowship, I wanted to give my background. I
have been with Asha since 1999 while I was at IIT Bombay. I have been
associated with Asha Syr, Ash DC and now with Asha Bangalore. Since
the last 4 years I have been working with an NGO in Bangalore, S3IDF
which looks at infrastructure solutions to the low income people.

On the fellowship:
I have know Sanju since the past 3 years since I was the coordinator
for the Asha deepa project. Some of my observations.
1. He has come from a difficult background. He has come this far
through determination. He has a big role to play for Asha Deepa to
come this far.
2. Over the past 4 years I have met a number of people who come from
the NGO background as my work gets me to do this. You don't find many
people like him. I am mainly coming from the point of leadership. He
seems to have it
3. On the personal front I know its not easy for him. He has to
support his family and he takes a huge burden

For these reasons, I fell that he should be given a fellowship.

Regards,
Anand


